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Euai ncr It Fond/ment m'taphyrique de la MoruU. Par F. RAUEL, Docteur
es lettres. Paris : F. Alcan, 1890. Pp. 259.

The present essay would perhaps be better described as "on the
ethical foundation of metaphysics " than by its actual title ; its aim being
to show that the true ground of metaphysical certainty is the " moral act".
This ifl what Kant partially established, and only failed to establish com-
pletely because he was still haunted by the "phantom of geometrical
certainty" from the older metaphysios Continuing to regard this as
the ideal type of intellectual truth, he did not find it realised in his own
doctrine of the Practical Beason; over his conclusions there was the
constant menace of another possible solution. Geometrical certainty,
however, is not really the type of philosophical certainty.. Ultimately
all speculative truth finds its guarantee in "the moral act". The
certainty given by this is beyond the scope of any comparison with
other and lower kinds of truth. It is the culmination of all metaphysical
systems. To this position the author finds himself led in a gradual
ascent from "Naturalistic Ethics" (Darwin, Spencer) and "Systems of
conciliation and transition" (Guyau, Fouillee, Wundt), through " Intel-
lectualUm or Geometrism" (Spinoza) and "Finalisrn" (Leibniz), to
" Moralism" (Kant); this last system being a preparation for the defini-
tive " SyBteni of Liberty ". His own doctrine, he tells us, is inspired
especially by the works of MM. Bontroux, Lachelier, and Ravaisson.
The doctrine is called a " system of liberty" because it transcends the
" geometrical" ideal by taking its start from " contingency," which
is found to be an ultimate element eluding all intellectual apprehension.
The content of the system is furnished by the Kantian postulates of God
and Immortality—interpreted as largely as possible.

AUODSTIN CHABOSEAU. Essai sur la Philotophie Bouddhiqiie. Paris:
Georges Carre, 1891. Pp. 251.

The aim of the present Essay is to convey an idea of the spirit of Bud-
dhistic philosophy; only so much history and reference to sources being
given as is necessary for that end. First, however, there is an account of the
legend of Sakya-Muni, of Buddhism as a religion, and of Buddhist litera-
ture. Buddlnstic philosophy is then compared with the other Indian
philosophies—such as the SAnkhya and the Vedanta—that may be sup-
posed to have sprung up as part of the same movement of opposition to
Brahmanism. In its distinction from these, it owed its fortune to its
popular character; but, essentially, it is a philosophy rather than a
religion. The general historical and critical outline is disposed of in four
chapters (pp. 21-108). Chapters v.-xx. then expound the system. The
last two chapters (pp. 289-251) discuss "Buddhism in Europe" and
" The Future of Buddhism ". The exposition has sometimes the appear-
ance of a sympathetic recast of the doctrine in conformity with modern
cosmologies! and evolutionary theories, but the author is not without a
defence of his mode of interpretation. In his view the morality of
Buddhism is the purest and noblest, and its philosophy the most profound
and complete, ever attained- Buddhistic philosophy, reduced to its
elements, contains in germ a reconciliation of all the phases of thought
and belief that man has hitherto traversed.

Eittoire de la Psydiologie da Grees. Par A.-ED. CHAIOMST, Becteur de
l'Acad^mie de Poitiers, Correspondant de l'Institut Tome II.—
La Ptyehologie da Stoiciau, da E/iicurient d desSctptiqua. Tome III.—
La PiychoUgie de /u NouvtUe Acadtmie ei de* ttcohu dektiique*. Paris:
Hachette et Cie, 1889,1890. Pp. S28; 486.
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